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 They say if you had family at Elechai, it’s best to avoid going to see it at all. Finding the 
frozen screams of someone sharing your name can change you, and it’s said there are people who 
never laughed again after going to what is popularly called now The Boxed Apocalypse. 
 Due to its high defensive arches and central location between the Sabaton Oriel Fields 
and the powerful Fountain City, Elechai was a pivotal strategic location to control. All manner 
of intrigue and spycraft were put into play inside the mighty towers and halls of the city while its 
governor wore himself to a gaunt skeleton straining to remain neutral as the world tore itself apart. 
Terrorists and agitators worked from inside, on behalf of countless opposing nations and with 
conflicting agendas. By the end, there were explosives embedded into virtually every wall and 
every brick of the city. 
 It is believed there were four oriel engineers working to save the city at the end. One 
of them was a Madra, of the family that miraculously carved out the Seven Oriels in a feat of 
pocket dimension technology unmatched but for Elechai itself. When the final judgement came 
in a despicable act of utter annihilation and the city was detonated from wall to wall by ruthless 
enemies, this handful of warp engineers did something we still don’t understand. 
 
 They generated artificial time.

 Oriels are nothing more than artificial space, inflated from the quantum foam into little 
worlds accessible through sparkling gates where they housed great nations. Somehow, these daring 
geniuses manufactured artificial time and froze the city’s exact last moment.  
 You can stand outside it and look in, sometimes close enough to see their faces. You can 
see the fire and the smoke. You can see them falling in mid-air. It’s a nightmare, tucked inside an 
impenetrable bubble. 
 

 Yet some find hope in Elechai, 
that one day we may discover a 
means of reversing what happened 
there, of bringing them all back. It 
is a beautiful idea, though most 
of that kind of knowledge of oriel 
engineering is lost, dead with the 
millions that passed in the great 
war. 

A nightmare reminder of our 
brutality. Hope of discovering 
salvation. You see in Elechai what 
you want to see. 

Let’s just not let it happen again. 


